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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

For the last two years, Dr. Michelle Perro has been in the trenches treating COVID-19 complications,

not only from the infection but also from the jab, which is far more problematic and deadly.

Perro went to Yale as an undergrad, and then to Mount Sinai Medical School. She completed her

postgraduate residency training in pediatrics at Bellevue Hospital in New York City. She now sees

patients with an integrative approach, educates regarding GMOs, pesticides and environmental

health and is working on her second book in California, where the pediatric population is highly

vaccinated.

Perro’s Journey

During the Prst 40 years of her career as a pediatrician, she didn’t question the validity of vaccines.

“Thinking that we would intentionally harm children is a very diVcult reach,” she says. “It’s out of

reach of many pediatricians.”

However, by the early 2000’s, she began to see a signiPcant uptick in autism, and that led her down

the proverbial rabbit trail to vaccines.

“[The rise in autism] correlated with my understanding of GMOs and pesticides,” she says.

“However, when you start looking at one toxicant, you look at other toxicants, and that's

where I got into the Deld of environmental toxicity, including our food, air, water, EMFs, you

name it ...

Now I'm an advisor for NAEM [the National Academy of Medicine], and I'm working on a

pediatric environmental health questionnaire. I wrote an Environmental Health Bill of Rights

for children. So, I'm deep into this now — not just focusing on vaccines, but the global issue

of protecting children from environmental toxicity ...

Over 25 years ago, I became a homeopath, and then an integrated physician. I don't talk

about being a homeopath because it's not taken well by a lot of my peers, but most of my

treatment successes have been from homeopathy.”

Old Truths Are Being Re-Revealed

Interestingly, the introduction of the experimental COVID jabs has really opened the eyes of a large

percentage of the population to the fact that there are fundamental Zaws with the vaccine program

as a whole — not just with the mRNA shots, which have never existed before, but also with

conventional vaccines.

Dr. Maurice Hilleman, for example, a former head of Merck who developed polio vaccines, has

admitted these vaccines were contaminated with dozens of viral pathogens, including simian virus

40 (SV40), which can cause cancer.

“This idea of vaccination contamination was exposed again in 2017, when they found nano

contamination with heavy metals in 43 out of 44 vaccines in a study out of Italy,” Perro

says.

“And these nanoparticles, because of their size, are inYammatory. They cross the blood

brain barrier. And I am sure, without a doubt, that's what's linked to this neuroinYammatory

process that we see with kids on the spectrum, the rise in ADHD and another

neurosensory/ neurocognitive issues.”

Glyphosate Worsens Aluminum Toxicity

Perro also cites research showing glyphosate shuttles aluminum across the blood-brain barrier in

six different ways. So, glyphosate, the most widely used herbicide in the world, and aluminum are

synergistic.

This, too, is likely part of the equation, because children are highly exposed to glyphosate through

food, which then shuttles the aluminum from their childhood vaccines straight into their brains.

Aluminum is added to many vaccines as an adjuvant, because it elicits a stronger immune

response.

This, in turn, results in higher antibody titers, which is how they measure vaccine effectiveness. The

problem is, by stimulating the humoral antibody system only, and not the cellular immune system,

you create an imbalance that can eventually lead to immune dysregulation, with the worst outcome

being cancer.

In short, vaccination is not nearly as effective as the multifaceted immune response you have when

exposed to natural infection. This is even more true for young children. As explained by Perro:

“It really speaks to why children are immunologically different than adults. Children are not

mini adults, because they have that other arm of the immune system, the innate immune

system ...

Children have a very robust innate immune system, and they have a thymus, which

involutes with time as adults — ours are long gone. Because of this innate immune system,

and increased NK [natural killer] cells, they're able to Dght COVID.

That's why children do so well with this virus. [They have] robust innate immunity, which is

totally bypassed when you give somebody a vaccination. Dr. [Anthony] Fauci himself said in

2004 that natural immunity is better than vaccine induced immunity.”

Pediatric Side Effects From the COVID Jab

Once the U.S. Food and Drug Administration authorized the COVID jab for children, aged 12 to 17, it

didn’t take long before Perro started seeing injuries in her practice.

“I was amazed at how many kids were injured ... The types of reactions I started seeing

were initially neurologic. Some of them in the beginning were simple but concerning, like

tinnitus, which is ringing in the ear, and that could be horriDc for a kid ...

I had a musician who goes to Julliard, and he had severe acute onset [of tinnitus] after the

Drst the PDzer [shot]. It got worse after the second. I have colleagues who saw Guillain-

Barre ascending paralysis ... I saw cardiac [problems], myocarditis for sure, and abnormal

heart rate responses like tachycardia and increased heart rate ...

I saw POTS — postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome — something very common in

Lyme disease that is very diccult to treat. Another weird thing I saw was this one child with

rhabdomyolysis, where he had massive breakdown of his muscle tissue, which is a very

rare event in childhood.

Then, I started seeing people develop symptoms who were unvaccinated, including myself.

I got ‘spiked.’ That's what I call it, ‘getting spiked.’

[I saw] teenage girls with heavy menstrual bleeding, prolonged bleeding, and other

menstrual irregularities. There was a smattering of rashes, urticaria, hives — a bizarre host

of rashes.

So, this is the kind of stuff we started seeing, and this began happening last June [2021],

after ACIP, the American Committee of Immunization Practice, said, ‘Yep, 12-year-olds can

be vaccinated [against COVID]’ ...

Once again, we as clinicians ... have to sort out how to Dx it with tools not in the traditional

toolbox. That's what we're faced with ...

There is a bigger agenda here, because clearly these vaccines are dangerous for kids.

There's no doubt. The data is irrefutable, and yet we've proceeded. So, we're dealing with

other agendas here ... I think parents need to rise up and protect their children, because

this is not going away. If anything, it’s ramping up.”

Preventing and Treating COVID Jab Injuries

When trying to prevent and/or treat a COVID jab injury, there are Pve toxic components that need to

be addressed:

Spike protein toxicity

PEG

InZammation from the nanolipid

Graphene oxide

Nanotoxicity

Each of these can be modulated in a variety of ways. “That's why we have to use an entire menu of

things when treating a reaction from the COVID vaccine,” she says. A key tool in Perro’s treatment

arsenal is spike protein-binding therapies like ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine. She explains:

“If you're making spike [protein], even though kids don't have a lot of ACE2 receptors, those

spikes are everywhere. In mice, it is shown that they cross the blood-brain barrier. They're

disseminated, and then they tend to focus in your area of weakness.

They go into fat-loving tissues, they go into the ovaries, they seem to go everywhere. So,

binding the spike protein, that's one aspect, and there are different things you can do, both

pharmaceutical and non-pharmaceutical.

My favorite is ivermectin for the spike. I was giving kids 12 milligrams, initially, once a day. I

went up to 12 mg twice a day for Omicron, but it depends on the size of the kid. For bigger

kids, it’s 18 mg twice a day.

I didn't see any toxicity with ivermectin. I've used ivermectin before, mostly for parasitic

infections, and I never had any problem with ivermectin. I have not used

hydroxychloroquine before, but now, for Omicron, I would use hydroxychloroquine, 200 mg

twice a day.

I use a lot of quercetin and zinc together ... To decrease inYammation, especially IL6, you

also want to use a lot of immunomodulators, and a lot of supplements can do that.”

What’s in Perro’s Toolbox?

In addition to ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine to bind the toxic spike protein, and quercetin and

zinc to boost immune function, Perro also uses the following remedies for the prevention and

treatment of COVID-19, and the prevention and treatment of COVID jab injuries:

Fibrinolytic enzymes like lumbokinase to prevent blood clots and digest existing clots,

especially if your D-dimer level is elevated, as this is a biomarker for clotting. For this to work,

however, you must take it on an empty stomach. When taken with food, it acts as a digestive aid,

but when taken an hour before food, or two hours after, you get the systemic benePts

N-acetylcysteine (NAC), which inhibits expression of proinZammatory cytokines, improves T

cell response, benePts a variety of lung problems, and inhibits the hypercoagulation that can

result in stroke and/or blood clots

Pine needle tea, which has antioxidant, antimutagenic and antitumor benePts

Curcumin, to quell inZammation

Zeolite

Whole foods such as garlic and ginger

Symptom-speciPc homeopathic remedies

Nebulized hydrogen peroxide and oral/nasal rinses with peroxide and iodine

I would also recommend getting plenty of sunshine, as infrared rays, especially the near-infrared

spectrum, triggers melatonin production in your mitochondria. Melatonin is a potent antioxidant,

and it increases glutathione, which is crucial for eVcient detox. Melatonin also increases

mitochondrial eVciency and energy production in the form of ATP.

Of course, eating organic is key since GMOs also have been demonstrated to decrease glutathione

— the master antioxidant — and increase oxidative stress, which is the basis for all chronic disease.

If you’re prone to sun burn, it could be a sign that you’re eating too many seed oils high in linoleic

acid (LA), so to reduce your tendency to get burned, cut out all seed oils from your diet.

That includes restaurant foods, processed foods and condiments in particular, but also

conventionally raised chicken and pork. A very low, virtually zero seed oil diet is probably one of the

best ways to prevent sunburn, as well as chronic degenerative diseases, including heart disease

and cancer. Adding in more whole food vitamin C can also be helpful for preventing sunburn.

Acerola cherry (Barbados cherry) contains some of the highest amounts of vitamin C.

More Information

As noted by Perro, recognizing there’s a problem is always the Prst step. So, Prst, we have to

recognize that our children are under toxic assault, and in many instances, the harming of children’s

health appears to be intentional.

Step 2, then, is for parents to take back control and remove the systems that have taken over and

are harming their children. While that may sound like an unsurmountable task, it doesn’t have to be.

It begins with cleaning up your family’s diet, using food as medicine, growing some of your own

food and getting back to basic principles of health and health care.

“We have to get them out of this infantilized system where people feel they have to run to

the physician for every bruise, cut and boo-boo, ‘Quick, call the pediatrician!’

Not so. Parents have lost that ability and we have to regain it. Think about when we were

kids. How often did you go to the doctor? I think I went once as a child. Our parents had

some knowledge, so we need to regain that.”

Perro also believes we must begin to create parallel systems and structures, as suggested by

Mattias Desmet, Ph.D. The power of this strategy was demonstrated by Vaclav Havel, a political

dissident who eventually became the president of Czechoslovakia.

A parallel structure is any kind of business, organization, technology, movement or creative pursuit

that Pts within a totalitarian society while being morally outside of it. Once enough parallel

structures are created, a parallel culture is born that functions as a sanctuary of sanity within a

totalitarian world.

To learn more, see DrMichellePerro.com, and GMOscience.org, which is the nonproPt she

cofounded in 2014. Also keep your eyes peeled for her next book, “Making Our Children Well,” which

is scheduled to be published sometime in 2023.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,364 ratings

ORDER NOW
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forbiddenhealing
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"Eat dirt" and put every probiotic strain you can Pnd to work creating nutrients, cleaning-up toxins and ridding the gut of unfriendlies

that exude endotoxins. Up your dosage of Vit C to bowel tolerance. Chlorella/clay/charcoal. NAC orally and via nebulizer. Sun, sauna

and energize your watery internal environment and straighten out twisted proteins. Attend to the endocannabinoid system, Cheech &

Chong were on to something. Nicotine can out-compete spike for positions on receptors. Find your fearlessness and escape the

context of pandemic thinking and return to parasympathetic restoration of scared cells. People in numbers have turned to hoarding,

prepping and praying to the sky because Brandon and Fauci scared em to death and locked them into Pght/Zight, a deadly disease in

itself....but they should be scared, we are awakening and comin for em.
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How to Prevent and Treat COVID Jab Injuries
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola % Fact Checked

The introduction of the experimental COVID jabs has opened the eyes of many to the fact that there are fundamental Zaws with the vaccine program

— not just with the mRNA shots, which have never existed before, but also with conventional vaccines

&

Toxins in food, water and air; vaccines, mRNA shots, electromagnetic Peld exposures and more, are making children sicker than any generation

before them

&

When trying to prevent and/or treat a COVID jab injury, there are Pve toxic components that need to be addressed: spike protein toxicity, PEG,

inZammation from the nanolipid, graphene oxide and nanotoxicity

&

A key tool in Dr. Michelle Perro’s treatment arsenal is spike protein-binding therapies like ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine&

Other helpful remedies include Pbrinolytic enzymes like lumbrokinase, NAC, pine needle tea, curcumin, zeolite and symptom-speciPc homeopathics&
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Don't know that I saved the particular comment but Dr M recently re-posted his article from the 2009 WHO-generated Bird Flu

scare. One commenter who had/has lyme posted they were using nebulized H2O2 with a drop of iodine. This was from 2009!

Begs the question of other forgotten solutions (only recognized 1 or 2 posters still blogging today), swept under the table, in

need of resurrection?  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Here's a recent, easy to comprehend discussion (with an Irish

accent) of balancing the para- vs sympathetic response from Chiro. John Bergman : The Solution’ With Dr. Tony O'Donnell - CHD

TV: Livestreaming Video & Audio - live.childrenshealthdefense.org/shows/the-solution-with-dr-tony-o-donn..  . Keep in mind, we

have all been subjected to the FEAR and LOATHING weight-gain program promulgated by our respective govt health agencies

working in lockstep (thanks to Rockefeller Institute's outline from 2010 or even earlier).
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Rrrrreal...I promoted "huVng" peroxide from a nasal spray bottle back in '07, and received many Thank Yous....The same H2O2

that can be used internally, the same H2O2 that is generated by Mega/IV Vit C...The same H2O2 immune cells use to oxidize

pathogens, cell debris and cancers....The "OX" in REDOX.
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Oh Yeah? its possible. I joined much later than that. Interesting that nebulized iodine was already included.
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More from the Brownstone Institute on Monkeypox: brownstone.org/articles/monkeypox-was-a-table-top-simulation-only-last..

 AND this one from the Gateway Pundit: www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/05/weird-globalist-group-nti-predicted-l..
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Captain: As usual excellent. In the "third world" country of Ecuador, I notice no shortage of baby formula.??? Creating shortages

and increasing prices has been the capitalists' set play for decades if not centuries. Remember the doubling of food prices in

March 2008 and the concurrent rise in petroleum? Remember the oil embargo of the early 70s? Everyone, including retirement

funds, suffered but not the oil companies and banks. www.democracynow.org/.../the_food_bubble_how_wall_street  Since

Clinton signed the Commodities Futures Modernization Act in 1999, most of the restraints on futures trading have been

removed.

They used to be traded on the Zoor of exchanges and only licensed traders that could actually physically take delivery could

trade. Now the Zoors no longer exist and the trading is done on high speed computers run by Wall Street Banksters. They make

money as the prices go up AND as the prices go down. They control the prices and they feed supply/demand lies to their owned

and controlled media to fool the people. What surprises me is that it took almost 8 years for Wall Street to get up and running

on the inZation scam. The inZation is created and will continue as long as money is created at interest. At 5% interest, debt

doubles every 14 years.

We are not taught that mathematical fact in university economics. Think about it. The Ukraine war & Putin are blamed for food

price increases. When was the grain in Ukraine harvested. The war started in Feb. Most grain exports had already been made. It

costs money to store grain. Why keep it when you can make money by shipping it? As a buyer, why wait to get your grain? You

want to get your supply because it will be another year before more is available. Another question; how much grain is in storage

in the US, Canada, Argentina, Australia, South Africa and other grain producers? MSM Pnancial analysis is BS.
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As a family in the U.K. who didn’t take the vax we have been suffering from being near people who are with varying symptoms even

months after, we use L-methylfolate with p5p (not everyone needs the p5p) pineapple and kiwi for the Pbrins, pine needle tea,

homemade hydroxychloroquine, okra, asparagus, shiitake mushrooms, I also use a homeopathic for spike protein and graphene oxide,

I hate going into crowded areas as I start to get symptoms immediately. I don’t know how some people seem unaffected!
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How do you make homemade hydroxychloroquine?
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Something happened to me when I was around a freshly vaccinated friend for 2 weeks. No one talks about these vaccines

shedding. I had a horrible shingles outbreak, a brief cold and something is destroying my vocal cords so I can barely talk any

longer. No doctors conventional or holistic will discuss it.
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The same thing happens to me when I'm in close proximity to the jabbed, especially in rooms that are not well ventilated. I am a

very sensory sensitive person, where I'm bothered by the smell of some fragrances and loud noises and at times I can feel

something radiating from those who have received the jab. I use pine needles (sometimes I just chew them and other times I

make tea), NAC, zinc and quercetin, CDS, as well as ivermectin to help me feel better after contact.
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Thanks happinana; Hydroxychloroquine is a version of quinine. Quinine was extracted from cinchona bark that is available on

line. It is a native of Ecuador though the uses are mostly forgotten here. I make a tea. It will store indePnetly because it is also

an antibiotic, antiparasite, antifungal, antiviral. I add a tablespoon, it is bitter, to a beverage along with a pinch of unrePned sea

salt. Like hydroxychloroquine it is an ionophore that will help the postively charged ions like Zn++, Mg++, Ca++ Fe++ to enter the

cells. I use it to avoid leg cramps. Without the juniper & quinine & alcohol from a gin and tonic the British would not have

survived the tropics. When I was younger and still playing in senior soccer tournaments, it kept me going without cramps until

the end. I was able to play til the age of 72 when I came to Ecuador. Old people do not play here. Old in Ecuador is 50 for

athletes.
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Once again, thank you very much Dr. Mercola, and to your dedicated team. I've already included this, with other past articles regarding

how to do COVID Prst aid protocol(s), in my ZIP Ple for sharing purposes. For those who are interested, here is the Proton Drive link for

it: drive.protonmail.com/.../X7RKH1STVR  This will be updated as soon as more information are coming in the near future.
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I am sure that I have never been to a doctor as competent, dedicated and highly intelligent as Dr. Perro. I feel very grateful for

her existence. My question is how was she spiked? Was it during a short, close-up conversation, or prolonged contact in a

closed area? From patients? Are we spiked in exactly the same way that covid is spread?  Are we just as likely to get spiked

from J & J as Phizer?
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Blue Quasilica, Nice collection, thanks!
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BlueQuasilica - thank you for your Zip. Also appreciate the info on Proton Drive - great tool. I also resource the FLCCC Alliance.
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I try to avoid being around vaxxed people. I don’t want them shedding onto me or my elderly mother. Just 3 years ago who would’ve

ever thought that the world would be like this. I wish we could go back to the 70’s.
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Yeah, in 1976 my Pance and I lined up in a mall for swine Zu shots. Thank God they ran out ahead of us.
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Glad you didn’t get it.
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I'm very happy to Pnd this article. It is quite comprehensive, both as to the threats contained in the vaccines and as to the many

remedies. This information is apparently quite critical to put into the hands of over half the adult population in most of the countries

around the Earth.  One question I still have pertains to the apparent fact that there are certain lots of both the PPzer and Moderna

shots which have a hundred times the danger to life and health compared to most other lots of the injection. I am interested in what

exactly has been found to be the extra threat in these particular lots that causes so much harm to the injected subject? If anyone has

an answer to this, it would help those of us who are the most severely affected to better choose among the many solutions offered

here by Dr. Perro.  peckford42.wordpress.com/2021/11/11/exclusive-100-of-covid-19-vaccine-..
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Hi stoneharbor, your link is from 2021 right? Here's a recent interview Dr. Brian Hooker had with Dr Mike Yeadon, detailing all

sorts of red Zags and hair raising issues: live.childrenshealthdefense.org/shows/doctors-and-scientists-with-bria..  - more up to

date, the failure to adjust for weight of those being injected, injecting directly into the blood stream, varying the mRNA content

in the vials, and more. Safety concerns were tossed out the window as the US CDC is pushing for ever increasing pharma

funding. So sad, this military-based agency appears to have a goal to suck funding from all other govt projects to enrich their

own agency and already overZowing coffers of Big Pharma. Captured and now running rogue. The Drs. Tony and Rochelle show

still persists!  (Add'l, forgot to mention, in the intro to this interview, Dr Hooker is talking about his 23 or 24 yold autistic son

speaking a full sentence for the Prst time.)
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Thanks rrealrose. Yes, Mike Yeadon speaks of a lot of variability between different lots of the vaccines, OR a lot of variability of

how many (say) spike proteins get generated within one body vs another body, dependent upon more the amount of leakage

from the muscle, or other individual factors. He more implies it is happenstance within the body that determines how much

dangerous effects an individual shot causes. He is not talking about designed differences (ingredients) between lots that were

produced by PPzer and Moderna. So I don't Pnd any answer here to my question on what it is exactly in some lots of the shot

that caused as much as a 100 x increase in severity of "side effects". Good try, but I'm still looking for material on this.

Something in certain lots is causing extreme increases in physiological damage.
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Ah, That's missing because it was in the other interview of Naomi Wolf w Reiner Fuellmich, Viviane Fischer and the Corona

Committee I posted 1 or 2 days ago, (BTW - Really worse than cattle being shot up: one is called titration to body weight of the

individual, the other is a highly known technique where the vaccinator inserts needle then pulls back and looks to make sure no

blood is showing, insuring the needle is not shooting into a vein. John Campbell in the UK has been on this topic for quite a

while). Here's the link: The Blue Flower: Naomi Wolf - www.bitchute.com/.../E3ZqTauPxdC4  - NOTE: this is summarized from

released PPzer documents, NOT for the faint of heart. ps. I am NOT a database ;-)
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Hi Stoneharbor, A) It would seem to me, if the immune system recognizes self vs non-self, attacking whatever is non-self, then

to inject Anything At All will cause autoimmune attack! Imagine foreign material in the blood,bathing every cell in the body, and

in some cases even crossing the blood brain barrier! Once foreign material attaches to cells, they are no longer recognized as

self but instead, are treated as non-self by the immune system, which now attacks the body's own "warped cells" !

If people understood the bare bones basics of how the immune system works ,they might make very different decisions. I think

this information is terribly important. B) Consider that the injected material is not chemically converted by the digestive

process. Gadz! C) And what is all this nonsense about "only" injecting into the muscles? It makes no sense to me that the vax

does not enter the bloodstream at some point.It would have to be uptaken by capillaries and transported via the blood.

D) Oh but there would be so little of it? Does it take a lot of oil to discolor a puddle of water? According to the FAQs listing

"vaccine" ingredients on the CDC and FDAs websites, If the vaxes have petroleum-based polyethyelene glycol, then all it would

take is one little drop....of that ingredient alone! ANd what is the result of mixed chemicals anyway? Any expert's best guess. D)

To those who think these "Vaccines" are going to help the immune system, i Believe they are gravely mistaken.

To inject messenger RNA into the body is an automatic recipe for autoimmune attack! The immune system depends on a

balance of various components, all acting in harmony and dynamically interactive. If the see saw is tilted, one side is weak and

the other over active. THat's where the ads about antibody enhancement are false/misleading, if you ask me. I am not a doctor,

but a very well read layperson. I urge all people to read books about the immune system. This will lead to knowledgeable

decision making.
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Sars-Cov-2 was Lab Made Under Project DEFUSE --- Igor Chudov  

igorchudov.substack.com/p/sars-cov-2-was-lab-made-under-project
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mirandola, thank you for a careful parceling of all the ways the messenger RNA injections are a threat to the immune system

and how injection of anything is an insult that probably can't be handled by the immune system, which was developed before

injections, when all substances Prst had to be taken into the lungs or stomach and intestine before actually entering the domain

that the immune system must protect. I hope my pointing out that certain lots of the shots are up to 100 times as toxic as most

of the other lots didn't cause you to think that I was an advocate of this treatment.

There are adverse reactions recorded in VAERS to all lots of these treatments. And we know now that only a minor percent of

adverse reactions experienced ever get recorded in the VAERS database. So in case there is someone there who thinks I might

be advocating this shot just because I said some lots (and people don't even know which lot their shot has come from) are less

deadly than others, I must clarify that I was not trying to imply that at all.

If you read the link I provided, you would see that certain lots cause serious damage in a very high percentage of those people

given an injection from that lot. I wrote my request for more information on what was different about the drug in these "hot" lots

because then someone like Dr. Perro might provide additional information on treatments for the poor souls who happened to

get shots from the "hot" lots.

In the referenced link: The VAERS data alone shows that there have been 106 times as many adverse reactions, 189 times as

many deaths, and 195 times as many hospitalisations due to the PPzer Covid-19 jab than there have been due to all other

inZuenza vaccines combined. Very bad! Average lot size of the Covid shot were about 1000 vials, each good for about 6 shots,

or a total # of shots at about 6000 per lot. Now notice that in the "hottest" lot there were 3563 adverse reactions! MOST of those

6000 recipients had a reaction!
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Hi Stone, not to beat a dead horse, but here's the latest on the topic from Dr Jane Ruby, her interview w Team Enigma who broke

the news on the hot lots late last fall 2021, and have been following these lots and investigating vial contents ever since: Dr.

Jane Ruby | PPzer New FOIA Reports From Team Enigma - www.bitchute.com/.../C2Sci6ZGofGK  - - - keep in mind, Moderna

initially rolled out with way more mRNA than PZizer, something like Moderna was at 100 micrograms v. 30 micrograms per

dose. Moderna reduced their micrograms per vial amount after the initial reports of injuries. Takes way too much time to dig to

the bottom, so I wait for someone to clearly summarize.
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HI Stoneharbor, did I think what you were suggesting I thought? Heavens no! Sorry for any misunderstanding. I am merely

suggesting that if the general population understands how the immune system works---read good books about it by

MDs----then they will make more informed decisions. That's all. ~~~It would be my understanding that various batches are

more toxic than others and may possibly contain different mixes of ingredients. What a sign of foul play! Good lord. Those

releasing this to the population should be the Prst to volunteer to be injected with those exact batches and with those same

exact ingredients.
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jan64524
Joined On 5/23/2018 8:09:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't think the catacombs aren't making a comeback. I intend to resist until my last dying breath.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One more doctor who has grown to see beyond the facade of the current maintain the die-ease, we got a pill for that. One more doctor

who sees this Jab/s campaign is far worse than even those existing problems & like Doc, offers solutions. Thank you!
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jdrose199
Joined On 7/21/2009 7:04:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hate to admit that I took the jab. I have always been so strict with what I put in my body. Well, I now have bad effects of the shot. I am

now taking Ivermectin, Quercetin, Stinging nettle, and Bromelain to help with the effects. Making slow progress. My daughter who has

RA took the shots because her doctors advised her to do so she is a mess. She goes to the same primary doctor as me. I think they

may have gotten to him he was not so keen in the beginning then all of a sudden pushed it. She had 3 shots. After the last booster 1

week later she started to itch and it got worse she went to our doctor who told her she has poison ivy It was winter here at the time. I

never believed that is what she had. They put her on 6wks of steroids the side effects from the steroid made her sicker.

Finally, he sent her to a dermatologist as he did not know what to do (REALLY). She then told my daughter it is from the shot. This

woman knows what she is doing and she is now starting to get better but it is going to take a long time. I have been urging her to go

natural and I believe she will. I am so angry at the CDC FDA big Pharma and our leaders for dragging us all down this dirty road. They

are all making money off of what they have done to us. Thank you Dr. Mercola for standing by all of us and the Pght you have gone

thru. Without you and this blog many of us would not have the information needed. Many thanks to all who write and help the rest of

us.
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EdMovius
Joined On 4/6/2019 1:53:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Universal Antidote works on jab toxins by denaturing the spike protein. It oxydizes toxins, heavy metals and kills pathogens. It is

non mutagenic and inexpensive. Watch the documentary at TheUniversalAntidote.com and read testimonials here The Universal

Antidote Videos Welcome to my channel. I am not here to cure, treat or diagnose. All the information shared is for education purposes.

To help you take back control of your own health." This is a repository of chlorine dioxide videos. Included are documentaries,

t.me/theuniversalantidote
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el-graf
Joined On 9/11/2008 11:47:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Satanic led NWO One World Government murderers knew in 1993 that glyphosate helps aluminum cross the blood-brain barrier 6

different ways. Twenty-nine years ago. Monsanto has been the chief manufacturer of glyphosate. We will destroy Monsanto and

charge its CEO's , present and past (if still living) and corporation oVcials with murder ..... in due time the history books will record

their evil deeds for our posterity forever.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Pay-Face-Pass. Using facial recognition to buy and sell.

www.watchdognews.org/mastercard-moving-to-let-people-purchase-goods-wi.. [contact.campaign]&clientId=merged-Peld-value I will

not adapt to this kind of system. However, I am growing high quality food, so people who want my surplus will have to Pgure out a way

to buy or barter for it. Food prices keep pace with inZation. Have you seen the shortages of heirloom nursery stock this year? Little is

avail except hybrids and GMO varieties. I will be propagating heirloom nursery stock for local sale. There is opportunity for people who

can do simple things well.

The more shortages I experience, the more I Pnd I can be content doing without many store bought things. I keep simplifying my diet,

too. I have no need to impress anyone with my wardrobe and lifestyle, either. So, spring and fall, wild mushrooms are abundant. In

summer wild berries to eat and preserve. Did you know that many early settlers lived largely on berries in summer--esp. women and

children? Me, either until recently. (Many people also ate little but berry pies in summer during the Depression--and I doubt they had

much sugar.) Lovely, large wild cherries will be ready for picking within a month, too. I think we will always get game meat of some sort

or "Psh".

There are plenty of "weeds". Some of the easiest crops to save seed from are beans, corn, squash and tomatoes. Every few years, I get

enough cabbage seed to tide me over for several more years. As long as a person raises heirloom varieties (saves seed), a few

perennial herbs, has an established apple and plum tree, and maybe a few grape vines, it would be hard to go hungry. Anything else

you plant is a bonus. Supper last night was a simple meal of homegrown oyster mushroom soup and home-canned apricots. Maybe

this year, I will dry more fruits than just apples, pears, prunes and a few cherries.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond...better hire some great security to protect those crops from all the desperate
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Let's talk about sugar substitutes. There are some things you need to sweeten, esp. when preserving food. I lost my taste for

sour rhubarb stalks after I outgrew early childhood. Honey and maple syrup are obvious substitutes. Stevia stores well if you

stock up. You can grow and dry stevia leaf. Drying fruit concentrates the natural sugars. Dried apple slices for winter

lunchboxes. I reconstitute prunes in half apple juice and half water. (Rarely, I may have leftover white grape juice to use up and I

substitute that.) If your juice is very sweet, you need nothing more, but I also like to dissolve a dusting of stevia while liquids are

still hot.

Fruit can be canned in its own juice (if enough) or apple or pear juice that you home-canned or pressed earlier. Apple juice can

also be frozen although plastic jugs are best. I worry less about plastic leaching in the freezer than when exposed to heat. There

are syrups that can be diluted. Rice, sorghum, molasses. A syrup can be made from watermelon or apple juice.

You can grind and make your own syrup from sugar beets. There are sweet herbs that can be used in various ways, such as

laying a branch of sweet cicely on the bottom of a pan before pouring in an egg custard. Yogurt and buttermilk can add a

sweet/tart Zavor. Adding teas (hibiscus, peppermint) or juices to recipes instead of water. You can get by without sugar when

making applesauce if you use sweet summer apples and include the peels. It will give you a darker color, though.

Adding cinnamon to applesauce further sweetens it while also helping control blood sugar at the same time. Substitute mashed

banana, sweet puree of squash, pureed prunes or applesauce for part of the liquid called for in recipes. Can add apple slices or

applesauce to casseroles and stir-fries. Try this combo stir-fry: marinated/dredged chunks of liver, onion, apple slices with your

favorite homemade stir-fry sauce (apple juice, water, seasonings; garlic, ginger optional). Very humble fare.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ed... I have thought about that. I learned from watching others. Always meet buyers at a milepost along a major highway

junction for cash. Not on the property. We have a very unique neighborhood security system that would only be enhanced during

times of unrest. We have proactive neighbors, who form a tight knit group--very skilled and talented individuals--helping each

other and watching every car on the road like a hawk. There are few cars, mostly just mail delivery and an occasional utility

vehicle, not even garbage pick up. People in unrecognized vehicles are often questioned if they stop along the road. Slowing

down raises suspicion because outsiders have no business on the entrance road.

There is a low tolerance for crime among the local population--the crime roster last year was 3 relatively minor thefts... mostly

crimes of absolute stupidity by people who thought they could get away with something. Earlier, a case of poaching was

referred to another county for trial with a no-nonsense judge presiding. If no law, it would revert to vigilateeism. Nothing like

what you see people getting away with in places where there is no prosecution for taking a gunny sack into a store and

absconding with $999 worth of merchandise. Natural barriers prevent easy access on all sides. The only way in and out is by

road thru heavy gates--must call ahead for open gates.

There are enough unmarked dirt an gravel roads on the property that a person could easily end up in a swamp or stuck in the

mud if they did not know where they are going. Some roads are only used on dry summer days. Past our shooting range? It

would not be the Prst time we felled a tree across the road behind a trespass vehicle. (It is even harder to get out than get in.) In

a crisis, access to the area could easily be sealed off and made impassable to outsiders. No one is entirely safe, but our

situation is better than most. There are easier pickings for those who would proPt off the honest labor of others.
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andiroadrunner
Joined On 1/24/2012 6:19:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Took your advice on planting plums and apples... And here's some news from the USPO and role in Digital Identity:

 reclaimthenet.org/us-postal-service-wants-to-provide-digital-id-and-co..

 docs.reclaimthenet.org/usps-biometrics-digital-id-may-2022.pdf
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

andiroadrunner... Why would I need a "service" like this if I am not dependent on govt? Does this mean they will not deliver my

mail and let it pile up somewhere? I see no benePt in (voluntarily?) signing up. I already get email notiPcation wand tracking

when packages get shipped. I will prob not consider traveling again and needing a passport, even though I was able to get an

unchipped one without facial recognition during the covid chaos. Just like my unchipped driver's license which was

automatically renewed online for 6 years using the old photo.

Govt has many examples of systems being hacked. The goal of our lives should be to make big govt unnecessary. We can be

responsible for ourselves. Glad to hear you planted the trees and assume you are in a northern climate with 4 seasons. The best

time to plant a tree is 20 years ago. The second best time is today. I hope your trees grow fast and thrive. With standard nursery

stock, it usually takes 5 years after planting to enter production. They will help get you thru winters. Once I Pll my jars with

canned fruit recipes, my thoughts turn to dehydration.

(And sparkling cider and wine.) Dried apples are so good for winter lunchboxes. Store bought prunes do not begin to compare to

home-dried. Prunes must be completely dry, though, to be shelf stable ('snap"), not bendy or moist. If you like them chewy,

freeze them. Prunes have so many uses--as a Plling in baked goods, pureed as a sugar substitute, reconstituted and added to

stews, etc. You can also chop and substittue prunes for cherries in many recipes as both are "stone fruits".
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hov8917
Joined On 3/17/2015 3:13:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does anyone on here remember an article that was on Mercola around a month or possibly longer ago that had to do with Niacinamide

(B3) powder? The recommended dose was really small at 1/64th tsp three times per day. I ordered the small measuring spoons set

that has the drop spoon which equals 1/64th tsp and the Niacinamide powder and have started using it. But, I neglected to write down

what this supplement is good for. I remember being impressed and that is why I got the stuff. If someone remembers, please post.

Thank You
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lottaviano
Joined On 7/10/2010 10:26:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He recommended it as a cheap replacement for NMN
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The fact that most doctors have no idea how to treat COVID jab injuries, much less cure them, and that this post offers 5 ways to

attempt to address the damage clearly illustrates that these injuries are not "side effects" they are direct and serious effects of the jab.

The only difference appears to be the severity of the many injuries caused. Many of the people I have talked to about thrir injuries

express shame and avoid the issue - as if they were somehow at fault - and at the most basic level, they willingly submitted to an

untrusted medical "preventative" that makes no claim and no attempt to cure COVID. Those who promoted and promote the jab also

have severe denial issues, being guilty of advising people to be damaged.

Those who actively participated in manipulation to force people to be jabbed - have more need for denial. Those meaning money off

the jab are the most severe offenders - and the most in need of denial techniques. We know how to cure COVID. We know the theory

and the practice of curing COVID. Unfortunately, we appear to have more jab victims - although many appear to (we are not certain

because nobody is testing much less measuring) than COVID victims - where a victim is dePned as someone we cannot cure. The jab,

it's marketing, and it's mandates are "avoidance of cures" and ignoring of the cured. To your health, Tracy Author: A New Theory of

Cure (we have no "old" theory of cure, only failing theories of prevention)
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, let's stop calling all these end results - side effects, with so much revealed from what little has been released in the

Freedom of Information Act documents. Reveal as soon as negatives showed their ugly heads, studies were shut down or

manipulated. When so much effort is put forth to suppress the horrible outcomes, to push blame anywhere but where it

belongs, with power brokers with ties to WEF endorsing the stated goals of the WEF it is hard not to see those negatives for us,

an end goal for the Predator$. These are not side effects, they are the desired effects.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Juststeve: yrs! And we need to call put those who say they are "allergic reactions" as well. We don't have allergic reactions to

arsenic, lead, or Carbon Monoxide - they are poisons.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Apparently, with numerous potentially allergic-ingredients in these newfangled genetic therapy shots, US allergists have no

testing to determine in advance, if you will react or not. Who's fault is that, eh? Oh please, this is on purpose!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/22/2022 10:21:38 AM

" Like  # Dislike

 

versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rrealrose: Allergies are "learned". There are no such things as allergic-ingredients, only poisons can elicit a negative reaction on

the Prst dose.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/22/2022 11:59:17 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes? We have all been exposed to numerous toxins, like PEG (in nearly all women's cosmetics). Suspect we have also been

exposed to graphene in myriad tech devices. How do you know if injected to bloodstream whether or not some reaction may

occur?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/22/2022 12:04:03 PM

" Like  # Dislike

 

pra3771
Joined On 6/18/2017 12:52:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Awesome info thank you so much!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/22/2022 4:19:20 AM

" Like  # Dislike

 

rom6785
Joined On 1/28/2016 8:46:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

and please forward to Dr Michelle Perro Covenom https://covenomseries.com/  Listen to the video at Bottom of Page by the sign up.

Blessings!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/22/2022 8:21:46 PM
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rom6785
Joined On 1/28/2016 8:46:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

 Covenom https://covenomseries.com/  Listen to the video at BOTTOM OF PAGE by the sign up, it's about 1 hour.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/22/2022 8:14:25 PM
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jrh6690
Joined On 5/14/2017 8:42:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Perro says "Over 25 years ago, I became a homeopath, and then an integrated physician. I don't talk about being a homeopath

because it's not taken well by a lot of my peers, but most of my treatment successes have been from homeopathy.” Very interesting

and informative!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/22/2022 4:52:53 PM
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Grilles
Joined On 5/4/2021 11:31:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great info as always. So far I haven't personally seen anyone injured by the jab but I'm sure there are plenty of them out there. Just

about everyone I know in my area has gotten 2 or 3 jabs, and some with 4. It's good to know how to advise people when bad things

happen, and it's bound to happen. Keep the good info coming.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/22/2022 1:24:52 AM
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JeanetteVictoria
Joined On 3/10/2020 2:11:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gosh I'd like to know more bout his chicken feed.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/22/2022 11:07:08 AM
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lynne.ryan
Joined On 5/20/2013 1:07:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have read that nebulized H2 02 is best used immediately after exposure to the virus/ V. How effective is it's use in the longer run?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/22/2022 9:18:11 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Its also a preventive. You may want to Pnd Dr Thomas Levy's website and read more there.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/22/2022 9:59:08 AM
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abc1231
Joined On 9/28/2011 6:22:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I try to nebulizer 1 x per week and will continue to do this Wish I knew about it years ago and for all school age children

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/22/2022 11:36:21 AM
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larteka
Joined On 7/17/2020 5:59:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I really appreciate this (and all other!) article(s). I have a friend who is suffering from vax injury. She is an adult and has Ivermectin.

Does anyone know how long one can take this? I appreciate any ideas. Thanks!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/22/2022 6:53:48 AM
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Jir7698
Joined On 6/29/2021 1:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Besides everything known ( vit. C, D, B, Magnesium, Ivermectin, Quercetin...etc) I like to take hot soaking bath with Epsom salt.

It's open skin pores and helps body to detox the poison. Take shower after the bath...

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/22/2022 7:50:15 AM
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Entering the world now with impeccable timing is the MONKEY POX agenda. Just as the whu-Zu entered perfecting in a major election

year now monkey pox has as well. How convenient just a week before the vote on the WHO pandemic treaty. Been screaming for

awhile now the same players are all in the same positions pulling the same strings 2.5 years after the whu-Zu lab release and yet not

ONE of them has remotely been held accountable. Not ONE.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/22/2022 7:39:39 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And you saw the link someone posted yesterday, using the same photo in an article describing monkeypox as another article

about shingles? https://t.me/ETAgenda/1448

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/22/2022 9:40:48 AM
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dammit! Isn't Bill ever going to get a chance with the bird 'Zu he's been working on at Wisconsin? First OMICRON, then MONKEY

POX...

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/22/2022 10:55:23 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brodie and bee - Apparently there was a tabletop exercise run in Munich last year, based on a Monkeypox outbreak, starting May

15, 2022, held or sponsored by GAVI. So right on about the Bill Gates Foundation's inZuence! You may want to listen to this

entire Saturday episode of Steve Bannon's War Room, Pnally found it on Rumble:

rumble.com/v15ksv3-episode-1874-who-warns-against-gatherings-defense-o..  - incudes Dr Malone, Naomi Wolf, a few more

high level people like Ed Dowd, and the president of the Brownstone Institute. All interconnected, no one portion is more

important than any other with important information.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/22/2022 1:53:28 PM
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Right RR...the telegraphing of what is to come as been brazenly out in the open seemingly intentional. The trial run and mock

session planning is pretty telling ,YET It's as if "they" know they are untouchable...

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/22/2022 2:03:19 PM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi brodie, posted more above, on the monkeypox table top exercise from Nov 2021 held in Munich.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/22/2022 3:08:58 PM
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here’s the paper written Nov 2021 www.nti.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/NTI_Paper_BIO-TTX_Final.pdf

 rairfoundation.com/rare-monkeypox-virus-arrives-just-as-gates-and-who-..

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/22/2022 11:56:34 PM
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sars-Cov-2 was Lab Made Under Project DEFUSE - Igor Chudov ----

igorchudov.substack.com/p/sars-cov-2-was-lab-made-under-project

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/22/2022 1:55:15 PM
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Rosebud10000
Joined On 12/12/2016 1:59:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Grateful that true healers are continually working on strategies. Along these lines, does anyone know /know of Dr.Rashid Buttar and

whether he is credible and reliable? According to him the vaccine contains a "payload of pathogens within the hydrogel matrix" of the

"jab" including Marburg. He claims strategies to protect both those who have taken the jab and those of us who have not when this

event is triggered, will be revealed at his 4th Advanced Medicine Conference. I would like a bit more background before getting others

to sign up. Perhaps Dr. Mercola could do a piece on this please?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/22/2022 2:30:08 AM
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Buttar is reliable, which is why the evil "Trusted News Initiative" added him to the ridiculous "Disinfo Dozen" list. Find the vid

interviews Buttar has done, esp. when he was sued by a colleague who didnt' understand the fundamentals of a PET scan to

diagnose cancer.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/22/2022 4:36:36 AM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes; Dr. Buttar is credible and reliable. He has been part of some great docuseries, including; "The Truth About Cancer" and "The

Truth About Vaccines".

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/22/2022 5:11:08 AM
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is the key word within your comment; healers. Most doctors, not all, but most, are not interested in healing anything. this

is especially true now as we’re businesses, corporations taking over hospitals, doctors’ practices in the name of money. They

are intimidated, told what to do, and mostly it is get the patient hooked on a pharmaceutical. Sitting with a couple of women

yesterday being utterly amazed and dismayed at the level of ignorance these women had on the whole covid thing. I thought by

now that fear was subsiding.

One woman whose son wasn’t feeling well claiming he though he was getting covid again, took him and he got the covid test,

the Zu test, and strep test. Oh my goodness gracious. I mentioned that doctors soon may be suggesting everyone get the HIV

test soon. They looked at me as if I was nuts. But I am learning not to get into heated arguments regarding covid. Thank

goodness this was the Prst discussion I’ve had regarding all of this in several weeks. My friends have pushed on through all the

lies.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/22/2022 6:21:54 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't jump on the strep test: much of my covid shedding-acquired illness last fall overlapped with strep infections from my

younger days, tonsils had similar white marking and were the last to recede - so I asked for add'l quick strep test, as already at

urgent care and did not want to bring strep into the oVce...with the over 60's set.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/22/2022 9:51:40 AM
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Gwyncann
Joined On 7/20/2012 8:36:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message
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Never, but never inject anything into the body. Just a wee word on Dr. Buttar's video, it seemed to me that his entire premise was based

upon supposition. No data or hard proof. Beware of alternative fear-mongering. By the by, hemmorhagic fevers are scurvy on steroids.

They rapidly deplete the body of vitamin C which causes massive internal bleeding. Maintenance dose is probably 1 gram daily, for

those in a more vulnerable state, I would suggest at least 3 grams daily. As a child, if I came down with a "cold", my mother would give

me 500 mg every waking hour. I do not remember ever having diarrhea.
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Seriously? you need to look deeper into his military medicine background, similar to that of Dr Lee Merritt.
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Gynncann - you may want to listen to Dr Malone in the War Room on this topic: "Monkeypox, a misdirection play: Dr. Robert

Malone provides insight to the latest developments" - - - www.bitchute.com/.../5ZoUdHm17u1y  - More fear porn?
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ClariPcation of previous post. I am not calling Dr. Buttar's credentials into question nor do I say that there wasn't a payload delivered

through this needle that could be activated in the future, only that in this particular video, he gave no evidence of his theory that the

hydrogels did indeed contain Marburg virus. He did speak of the graphene oxide/hydroxide, nano-particles, etc that had been found by

various labs but not the virus.
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You were talking about lumbrokinaise, bolouke, serrapeotaise but I want to know if you can use pycnogenol (Canadian pine bark)

instead?
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Thank you for great article. We live in dangerous world . I would like to say as an hairstylist I am working with people( i am not vaxed ) .

Close contact for 2-4 hours . Since 3th jab was introduced and some clients got it ( + Zu shot) I experienced terrible headache usually

24hours after my client. And it was bad. I mean I went to bed and 2days I didn't function . That bad the headache was... And I am doing

all things known - zinc, vit.C and D , Ivermectin (helps a lot) quercetin , Artemisia Absinthium , ...etc It helps but I still get bad headache

after every 3jabed client .. I start to think to end my career and Pnd something else because I can not be sick every week for 24-48

hours...that is crazy !

And then God send me an answer ! Dr Ardis published the "snake venom peptides " theory! I am not a MD and I do not have lots of

fancy Latin words but let me tell you something . It saved me my career and my life ! Maybe other DRs are skeptical, but helps me

tremendously ! Base on his theory , I get sick thru contact with vaxed clients skin and hair ( they sheading snake venom peptides) I

started to wear gloves all the time with my client. I am wearing long pants and long sleeves turtleneck or scarf around my neck -

basically I cover my self as much as i can and my face and ears are covered with col.

silver cream. I am taking Nicorette chowing pills( because remember smoker did not get sick - nicotine helps to block snake venom

peptides) and after my work day I shower and shampoo my hair deeply. This WORKS!!!! I don't know about others MD opinion , but my

experience showing something is right on his theory. And thank you again to all brave doctors , without them ...I don't know... they

would kill as all in these " no mercy hospitals"... God bless you
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You may want to include Dr Judy's early suggestion of applying oxonated skin cream. Its not inexpensive, am still using a tester

set, seems to calm down the skin when needed, improving its barrier function.
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Wise and prudent but an utter shame you must do all this to continue your career.
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Hi, I haven’t seen this discussed in any literature, anywhere.  My question is, after having either the one jab or two jab regimen, can

someone determine after a year (and longer) via a blood test that the person indeed received this “vaccine”?? Are there telltale

markers that will remain (forever) in the jabbed?
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MONKEYPOX ARTICLE: www.foxnews.com/politics/biden-monkeypox-outbreak-everybody-health-exp..  Interestingly enough, the

articles states... "Cases have been reported in Britain, Spain, Portugal, Italy, the United States, Sweden, and Canada, all by individuals

who reportedly had no travel history with Africa." THIS IS BECAUSE THE GOVERNMENTS ARE WORKING TOGETHER TO SPREAD AND

TARGET PEOPLE WITH THE VIRUS. We've seen it Prst hand using deranged medical students/professionals and military.

They have professional teams that follow and recorded all daily activities of the targeted. That data is then used to not only better

understand the target, but how to better approach and manipulate the target online and off. When some of these agents are

questioned, their responses are... "You've must have done something wrong to make yourself a target" Not kidding, pretty detached, or

compartmentalized. We believe the virus is not in Europe, if it is there, its because certain individuals were targeted to make it seem as

if we are all in this pandemic together.

This story was WHO written for Americans. The WHO is stunned and Biden is working hard... "I’m stunned by this. Every day I wake up

and there are more countries infected," said Oyewale Tomori, a virologist and World Health Organization advisory board member. "This

is not the kind of spread we’ve seen in West Africa, so there may be something new happening in the West," he added. "We’re working

on it, hard to Pgure out what we do," added Biden.
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Do you think Dr Buttar would come out with these statements re the covid shots, if he were not sure about his sources?
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Trust WHO. Trust Biden. Trust Naomi. Trust Ultra.
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Has anyone heard this idea that you can neutralize the jab if you immediately put a TENS electrical unit over the injection site? The

theory is that the electrical Peld of the TENS unit interferes with the molecular structure of the injected chemicals?
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Now lets hear some more from The USA AMA and WHO , CDC and others who are really "In Da Know"!!!!

www.youtube.com/watch?v=wvGoIWBPrZ4&ab_channel=BestOneLiners
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Now for how Dr Fauci makes MAJOR TV decisions ........along with Most Weather forecasters....

www.youtube.com/watch?v=kx3sOqW5zj4&ab_channel=BestOneLiners
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Very informative article, thank you  People still forget the other very important supplement - D3. If a person wants to clean the system

from aluminium, cadmium and lead etc. then spirulina or chlorella are amazing at clearing the brain. It’s a slow process but worth tbe

wait. Bentonite clay is amazing at helping to detox from toxins especially the digestive system where it binds to all the hidden nasties.

It is also benePcial for creating a neutral pH in the gut. Best to do it one hour before food twice a day. Amazing how nature is creative.
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ulika7- This is what Senator Durbin wants to do with supplements like Vitamin D. There is no end to their onslaught on personal

health. anh-usa.org/durbin-dont-take-our-sunshine-away
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"Bentonite clay is amazing at helping to detox from toxins especially the digestive system where it binds to all the hidden

nasties." Sometimes, psyllium husk is blended with the bentonite clay for cleansing the gut.

beinghumansa.co.za/how-to-detox-using-bentonite-clay-psyllium-seed-hus..   ~~~

 www.astrodreamadvisor.com/Body_B&P.html
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Many Caveats! Bentonite clay must be from a reputable source. I used it internally years ago when warnings were all over the

internet. Not sure if these are still visible, or not. Organic Psyllium seed can be too harsh for some delicate intestines. Also

knowing a trusted source is important for blue green algae and chlorella, although bentonite sourcing may still be most

important.
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MONKEYPOX A CONTINUATION OF WORLD WAR 3 THAT STEMS FROM EUROPE. THE GOVERNMENTS OF Britain, Spain, Portugal,

Italy, Sweden, Canada, France, Germany, Belgium, Australia and our own United States ARE ALL WAGING WAR ON THE AMERICAN

WAY OF LIFE AND OUR HEALTH WHILE WE SLEEP. We've seen an entire platoon of military soldiers follow Americans and their

families world-wide as if threats to their national security. We've witnessed soldiers without their normal uniforms and armed with

vape, helping to spread the viruses and even speciPcally targeting Americans living abroad.

Hatred towards Americans is growing except for the ones helping the cause. Much of the disinformation is coming out of the UK, the

good information that the UK releases is seems released only to confuse by painting a friend not foe picture. The UK thinks it's

recovering their LOST COLONY and has embraced Islam, which is at odds with the American way of life. Make no mistake, this is full

out war, one fought like never seen before.
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Even if toxicity is not an issue with Ivermectin, development of resistance is.
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I am confused about your comment. Can you explain? Ivermectin is not toxic but resistance to what? Covid?
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Joymartin..imob is referring to IVM losing its effectiveness against covid, the way antibiotix stop being effective with overuse.

IVM is not an antibiotic, however. ITs mode of action is different and not well understood yet, it's an anti-helminthic, so the CDC

mocked it as a "horse-dewormer". Its that and MORE. I personally know a 67 y.o. HS classmate who recovered from C19 with

MD-supervised use of IVM
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Imoberoi, Please post your references for this "resistance" statement, as it appears intentionally faked info. By any chance are

you getting your information from FARCEBOOK??
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Even though Ivermectin is an anthelmentic and antiviral but it's mechanism is unknown. What I meant by "resistance" is antiviral

resistance just like antibiotic resistance. The dose and duration are therefore important even though it is non toxic.
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Sorry, did not mean to insult you however, ivermectin has been used for a long time in sub-Saharan Africa; if it started to fail

we'd have numerous reports of river blindness and other parasitic maladies coming back, whereas this simply is not the case.
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That's why I use Fenbendazole !!!!1
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You can switch up helminthics [fendabendazole] and taking fresh ground cloves will kill the eggs that none of the drugs do.

There is an epidemic in the animal industry of liver Zukes and USA & Canada are the only countries where you cannot get

Tribendazole which kills them and the eggs. I know this because I caught liver Zukes from handling golden snails in the jungle

on vacation and had to send away to a doctor in Thailand to get this [$250] . Now I would take large dose of cloves with the

Ivermectin & praziquantal [ and never ever handle snails again!] Clove are also good idea if you eat suishi as the Psh tapeworm

eggs will survive stomach acid, hatch & hide in you for years affecting health & energy.
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Bowel intolerance stems from ascorbic acid, not from real Vit C.
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Dr. Perro mentioned soaking nuts. Does soaking nuts make them seed oil free?
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